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Methodology

Reputation Leaders conducted a 5-minute 

online survey in November 2023 among 

a total of 1,007 American adults 

aged 18 and over. 

The data was weighted to match the 

national demographics of the US by 

gender, age, and region.

The margin of error for the total sample 

of 1,000 is +/- 3.1% at the 95% 

level of confidence.
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Nearly half of Americans believe the 2024 presidential elections (48%) 
will be the biggest event that will affect Americans in 2024
More than all the other issues combined
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The US Elections

The economy worsening

War and Terrorism

Environmental events

Technological advancements eg AI

Social Issues

Diseases

Increased immigration

Don't know

What will be the biggest event that will affect Americans in 2024? 

63% among people aged 55                
        and older
        35% among people under 35

US gen pop sample; Weighted: Gender + Age group + Region; base n = 1007, Nov 2023



1 in 8 Americans overall believe he should be leading America
Two-thirds (64%) believe he should be looking after grandchildren instead 

US gen pop sample; Weighted: Gender + Age group + Region; base n = 1007, Nov 2023

Only 6% of young Americans under 35 believe a 75-year-old
man should be leading America
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Looking after grandchildren

Doing crossword puzzles

Practicing his golf swing

Writing his memoirs

Driving a car

Leading America

Mastering TikTok

Working a full-time job

What should a 75-year-old man be doing with his time?



Americans are most worried about paying their bills in 2024 (27%), 
more than politics, national disasters or their jobs
Women (35%) and working age adults (33%) are twice as worried about bills than their 
counterparts
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Difficulty paying my bills

Our borders being less secure due to illegal migration

My community becoming more politically polarized

A natural disaster (e.g., flooding, wildfires, or tornados)

My health declining significantly

People I know being harmed due to conflict or war

Discrimination due to my gender, race, or identity

Being unable to keep up with technology

I may lose my job

I'm not worried about any of these issues

Which of these potential issues are you most worried will impact you in 2024?

US gen pop sample; Weighted: Gender + Age group + Region; base n = 1007, Nov 2023

33% among people under 55

        17% among people over 55

         35% among women
         19% among men
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1 in 3 Republicans (35%) worry about illegal migration;
Nine times more than Democrats (4%).
Older generations (27%) are twice as worried about illegal migration

US gen pop sample; Weighted: Gender + Age group + Region; base n = 1007, Nov 2023

A. Our borders being less secure due to illegal migration



Consumers expect action from organizations in 2024: 43% said “do what you 
promise”, 36% said “look after your people”, 35% said “pay fair taxes”

US gen pop sample; Weighted: Gender + Age group + Region; base n = 1007, Nov 2023
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What social actions should US organizations be doing more of in 2024?

Acting with integrity (doing what they promise)

Reporting their operations and supply chain more transparently

Making significant steps to lower their emissions or their carbon footprint

Offering continuous learning and development opportunities

Engaging with their local communities

Hiring and promoting for diversity, equity, and inclusion

Giving employees more flexible work options

Innovating in ways that help society and the environment

Paying their fair share of taxes

Improving their employee's well-being and mental health

34% among Democrats
      16% among Republicans

49% among Republicans

      39% among Democrats



Democrats care more about the environment. 1 in 3 democrats expect 
organizations to be more environmentally sustainable.
Only 1 in 8 Republicans consider this important
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32%

They have a positive impact 

on the environment and 
society
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emissions
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Making significant steps 
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Which sustainability actions would encourage 
you to buy products made by a US company? 

RepublicanDemocrat

RepublicanDemocrat

Which of these has the most positive impact 
on the image you have of an organization? 

What social actions should US 
organizations be doing more of in 2024? 

Democrat Republican

US gen pop sample; Weighted: Gender + Age group + Region; base n = 1007, Nov 2023
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